FACULTES UNIVERSITAIRES SAINT-LOUIS
Service social – service logement
Boulevard du Jardin botanique 43
1000 BRUXELLES

Information about accommodation for the Erasmus In students

For the academic year of 2011-2012 FUSL has acquired a fairly new residence for the use of the Erasmus In students. In the residence there are five beds in individual rooms, and it is only a short six minute walk from the FUSL University.

Information and address:
Foyer Européen – European Trainees Residence
Rue Traversière, 17
B - 1210 Bruxelles
Telephone: +32-2-203.38.14 – Fax: +32-2-203.37.89.
Website: www.etr-brussels.be - Mail: etr@chab.be
Administrative Responsible: Mr Franck Parrod (franck.parrod@chab.be)

Means of transportation:
Less than 3 min walk from:
* Metro: “Botanique” station
* Tram 94
* Bus n°61 (Montgomery) leaving from the North train station
* Bus n° 66 (Péage) and n° 65 (Otan)

Description and repartition of the rooms:

2nd floor – type I rooms
* 17 rooms: 9 overlooking the street and 8 overlooking the garden
* 13 16m² Individual/double rooms
* 4 20 m² individual/double rooms - specially intended for the disabled
* 1 collective kitchen equipped with: sink, cooking plates, fridge, cupboards and necessary dishes
* all the rooms are equipped with: bathroom cabin (washbasin, shower and toilet), bed, wardrobe and shelf, bedside table, working surface, chairs, bedside lamp
* the bedding is furnished: pillow, blanket, linens (each week they have to be changed !)

3rd and 4th floors – type II rooms (description for one floor)
* 13 rooms: 7 overlooking the street and 6 overlooking the garden
* 1 12m² individual room
* 1 28m² individual/double room with a kitchenette
* 8 16m² individual/double rooms
* 3 24 m² individual/double rooms intended for the disabled
* all the rooms are equipped with :bathroom cabin (washbasin, shower and toilet), bed, wardrobe and shelf, bedside table, working surface, chairs, bedside lamp
* every pair of rooms has its individual kitchenette equipped with :sink, cooking plates, fridge, cupboards and necessary dishes
* the bedding is furnished: pillow, blanket, linens (should be changed once a week)
**Common rooms**

Ground floor:
* left side: reception (there is someone on duty between 8:30am-11am), a 60 seat amphitheatre open on a few conditions, luggage area, lifts
* In between: passage to the garden (open to the public between 10am and 5pm)
* right side: medical house

1st floor: lobby with an administration office, library, lounge, Internet area, terrace, toilets
-1 level: laundry (washing machines and tumble dryers) and bicycle parking

.levels 3 & 4: paid parking open to visitors

At the CHAB (building located just in front of the “Foyer”) (youth hostel):
Ground floor: welcome desk, kitchens, restaurant, Internet area, small inside garden, bar, meeting room
Floors: rooms open to the parents or visiting friends
Reservation: [www.chab.be](http://www.chab.be) (tel.: +32-2-217 01 58)

**Charges:**

**Included:** electricity, cleanup of the common rooms (the weekly cleanup of the rooms is foreseen by the management but the tenants are expected to do the basic cleaning up: as a new accommodation centre, the management of the “Foyer Européen” wants to take the necessary measures to keep the building and the rooms in excellent shape!), warm water provided by solar panels, magnetic cards giving access to the entrance, the rooms and the laundry, night caretaking, bicycle parking, Internet access, access to the public garden.

**Are not included:** laundry, bicycle renting, postal service, press shop and medical service.

**Other services:**

Personalized welcome by qualified staff
Free access to the Youth Hostel located just in front of the “Foyer Européen”
Special activities foreseen by and for the “Foyer” residents
Postal service
Press shop
Library
Remarks:
1) The residents have to bring their own towels! Don’t forget ….
2) A guarantee has to be paid in advance
3) An in- and-out checking will be scrupulously brought into effect!
4) It is important to respect the rules of the residence hall in order to keep things clean and orderly.